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the Krakow’s Phenomenon
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Anyway it is hard 

do not move our capital to Cracow)

The Football Association

Hotel Stary

Andel  Suche Stawy Hutnik Nowa Huta,

the FA

David Bernstein

offer not only excellent conditions, but also a friendly and professional service. I’d also like to thank the City for the assistance in the works 

at the Hutnik Stadium which became an ideal place for players and coaches. We are glad that the Club Hutnik and the Cracow City will be 

able to make use in future of the pitch we have left

It was rumored that the English admired a perfect organization and an unforgettable aura dominating during

The Royal Dutch Football Association

 

Bert Van Marwijk

training needs. And in the Sheraton Hotel, situated nearby the stadium, I immediately felt as if I were at my own home. And this is actually 

very important.

 Bert van Oostveen For some time it has 

been customary for us to look for a convenient hotel and a training entre well in advance, which helped us again secure the base we like.

Rafael van der Vaart  We’ve got an excellent hotel, can train at a nice stadium whose 

Marc Van Bommel As Dutch representatives  we are honored to play in the European Championships. 

However, we do not arrive only to compete. We would also like to support local communities, and that is why we want to donate to kids 

from Bronowice something which was an asset when we were young: a safe playground. While practicing sports, kids are taught how to 

cope with both .wins and losses. They learn they have to help one another to hit the target. Those skills will come useful in future. 

Johann Cruyff
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The Italian Football Association 

Demetrio Albertini I would like to thank the administration 

of Cracow City and all of you who are here to welcome our players. A great welcome, indeed. Your enthusiasm helps us compete in this 

great European tournament, play well and amuse ourselves, 

Casa Azzurri
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SURVEY RESULTS
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Quality of the public services 

Quality of hotel services 

Cracow as a tourist attraction

Satisfaction with the places of

entertainment

The general opinion about Cracow

yes

CONCLUSIONS

Partners in Business Strategies sp. 

z o.o

When Bogdan Gheorghe asked the question: Cracow? 100 % of 

respondents answered Good choice!
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Splendida accoglienza per gli Azzurri, in 13mila per il primo allenamento.
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